Kealakehe Elementary School
School Community Council
May 17, 2018
3:30 pm, KES library
Participants
Principal: Nancy Matsukawa
Community Members: Marsha Eckert, Natalie Lalagos , Bob
Non-certificated: Theresa Jokiel
Certificated: Jeanne Hart
Parents: Cassie Lund, Jade Chang
Agenda
Welcome and Introductions

Natalie Lalagos

Check In
Old Business 1. Review of April 19,
2018 meeting

Natalie Lalagos
Update last minutes to reflect that Cassie Lund was recommended to contact
Nicole Lowen regarding the parking funds … (SCC discussion: Cassie was
encouraged to invite Nicole Lowen to any meetings that come about.)
Motion to accept minutes with amendments noted: Bob
Second: Jade
Minutes from 4/19 approved

Unplanned business:

New Business 1. SCC Self Assessment

Cassie did contact Nicole Lowen and was told the $ came through in 2015
and we lose it next month …. Cassie concerned that limited people other
than past adm and Nancy and she are aware of the funds. Cassie feels no
one’s job here is responsible for this funding; DOE approaches and
addresses these funds when it is critical in nature. Has requested several
reviews to make KES more of what it can be … need to set objectives, plan
of action, designate person responsible for each of the different objectives;
Teresa -- follow-up? -- where do we look? are we looking for following
where you are considering; I cannot move forward until I get answers;
Cassie -- feels like rather than her input being willingness to address concern
she was “turned into the problem”; now working with state to get new
monies to address the parking concern
Nancy -- Arnold Uyehara -- Facilities Coordinator, he will meet with Cassie
and Nancy tomorrow morning.
Cassie -- if more questions, please refer to Nancy; one more
recommendation -- lay out lower parking lot … community day, may be able
to provide additional spots down there if approved and wisely laid out …
would like to move forward for 5-10 parent/visitor parking opened up,
discussion: Marsha Eckert keeps tallies, Natalie reporting outcome; 1.d -Pohai takes to student council, Nancy -- our bylaws do not include students;

NANCY _- this report stays here, just allows us to work toward improving
our performance in SCC action;
Sect 2: Natalie -- perhaps we can be “more explicit” in the orientation ….
might changing time a bit encourage more parents; follow bylaws;
Sect. 3 -- we “raise and discuss”, how can we dig in further? respect for
culture and linguistic diversity -- started year with talking stick, then
dropped l…. don’t necessarily bring other linguistic history to table and
open that and increase support
Sect. 4 -- concerns with b -- use data and research, question decision-making
role; c.) always room to grow; what decisions do we make? Purpose?
Sect. 5 -2. Principal Evaluation
How did we do?
a. How well did we work
together to meet our
goals?
b. What can be done to
improve at the next
meeting?
Next meeting: Aug. 23, 2018
3:30 to 5:00 pm

Broad discussion related to the prompts on this evaluation.
We focused well and accomplished the agenda set forth.

talked about more time for future meetings … sub committees … or extra meetings

Agenda: Introduction to SCC
Review of ByLaws

